The bio-information approach
From the information science point of view, the living cell incorporates the highest trove of informational phenomena that one can think of at the molecular scale. It is a micro-world teeming up with millions of specific molecular recognition events, genetic codes, transcription and translation processes, molecular machines and self-assembling complexes, signalling systems, messengers, transducers, second messengers, regulators, effectors, connectivity networks, interferences, etc. Conspicuously, the information metaphor has become the "natural" way of talking about biomolecular phenomena, almost from the very beginning, and even more along the current omic and bioinformatic revolution. Rigorously used, however, as "information theory" it turns out to be an essential tool for the conceptualization of generative codes, communication channels, and structural descriptions inter alia; but perhaps not much more. It has been a rather vague, almost indefinable, generalized information concept (or a "computer" derived one) which has been liberally used as a surrogate for any kind of anthropocentric-like interactions, autonomy, or unexplained complexities observed.
The need for more consistent a bioinformation approach has been argued somewhere else (Marijuán, 2004; Marijuán & del Moral, 2007) . Three basic ideas were introduced. Fundamentally, it was argued that molecular recognition varieties should be taken as the starting point, the very basic level to initiate the bio-information analysis (following Lin, 2001) . Further it was argued that the multidomain embodiment of function CC: Creative Commons License, 2010.
in enzymes and proteins allows for configuration of a new type of collective computation within an evolvable quasiuniversal problem-solving "engine", or a quasi-universal "constructor" more properly. And finally, the advancement of the cellular cycle in its adaptive coupling with the environment -signaling system mediatedwas to be taken as the semiotic reference frame (whith the appearance of meaning, value, fitness, and intelligence), bringing thus closure to the informational "cellular theory".
Herein we will attempt an application of some of these theoretical ideas in the practical realm, the "taste" of the pudding, precisely by means of bioinformatic and systems biology tools. In what extent can we refine the bioinformation tenets by analyzing the way a well-known (and very successful) pathogen explores its environment and ekes out a living amidst the host tissues of highly advanced eukaryotes?
We will briefly review, first, the peculiar life cycle of Mycobacterium and will continue with the organization of its auto-construction processes (analyzing the transcriptional regulatory network) and the communications with the environment (throughout the cellular signalling system). At last we will put together a conceptual cluster to tentatively interrelate the systems biology approach with basic bioinformation concepts: meaning, value, fitness, knowledge, and above all the life-cycle as the fundamental instance of reference.
The life cycle of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
Mycobacterium tuberculosis is an extraordinarily successful pathogen that currently infects approximately one-third of the global population and causes 8 million new cases of tuberculosis annually (Corbett et al., 2003) .
Its success is based on the singularities of its life cycle within the host organism, as it is specialized in the pathogenic attack to the central agents of the immune system: macrophages. As was pointed by Cole et al. (1998) , the characteristic features of the tubercle bacillus life-cycle include its slow growth, the capability to enter and exit into dormancy, a very complex cell envelope, and a special metabolism adapted to intracellular pathogenesis, together with a robust genetic homogeneity.
As an intracellular pathogen specialized in macrophages of the pulmonary tissue (but occasionally also within the brain, kidney, and other organs), the tubercle bacillus must be able to gain entry into macrophages. They achieve that passively, by letting themselves be engulfed into a vacuole or phagosome, which they are able to disorganize in its maturation process and subsequent fusion with the digestive lysosome. Then either they multiply intracellularly, or they may switch into dormancy and survive within the lung "granulomas" (defensive nodules organized by the immune system to contain the bacillus spread) for quite a long time; or depending on the immune competence of the host, the bacilli population within each granuloma may take a "collective decision" to implode the containing structure and subsequently be dispersed towards a new host via aerosols (Dannenberg & Rook, 1994) .
The ability to persist for long periods in the host depends on the capacity of M. tuberculosis to acquire and utilize nutrients from the very interior of the macrophage phagosome. After detection of the specific environment, the bacillus will switch its metabolic pathways to utilize fatty acids rather than carbohydrates during infection (Boshoff & Barry, 2005) . It is therefore likely that the coupling between signaling pathways and expression of different sets of genes at various stages of infection is crucial for the microbe's survival and spread strategies.
Concretely, one of the most important signaling pathways, which includes the phoR and phoP genes, regulates a large number of genes of the TB bacilli within the phagosome, controlling important metabolic functions: hypoxia response, respiratory metabolism, response to stress, lipid synthesis, etc. (Gonzalo-Asensio et al., 2008) . Many other signaling components and pathways are in charge of switching many other different genetic circuits.
The Transcriptional Regulatory Network
Most studies about M. tuberculosis have focused in the expression of individual genes and not in the internal / external instances of control concerning the guidance of the overall network. To confront this problem, we have compiled a large-scale M. tuberculosis transcriptional regulatory network, which has been built upon a previously published TR network (Balázsi et al., 2008 ) the largest to date, with further addition of different kinds of resources pertaining to publicly available sources: DNA microarrays, operons, orthology approaches, and synthetic biology experiments (Navarro et al., forthcoming). See Figure 1 .
Our compilation forms part of ongoing studies tending to the development of a new vaccine based on the mutant strain SO2 (Martín, 2006) . The objective is to contribute to a better understanding of both the transcriptional control by the system and the re-organization of the cell cycle which takes place in the different environments, as well as gauging the impact of the SO2 strain on physiological and immune systems of the body.
The 1,400 network nodes represented in Figure 1 correspond all of them to specific genes of M. tuberculosis and their protein products, while the 2,304 links correspond to gene expression regulatory interactions by 94 transcription factors. The network shows a clear organization in structural levels that correspond with the complex functions and life-cycle stages of the bacillus. Although the functions are relatively well defined in modules or communities, they can change dramatically by simply "rewiring" some connections of the genetic network. This has already been made in other bacteria: it has been demonstrated experimentally that it is possible to make that a bacterium synthesizes (or not) a green fluorescent protein simply by exchanging the regulatory regions of genes, lacR, tetR y lambda cI, not changing sequence in these genes (Guet et al., 2002) .
In the mutant M. tuberculosis SO2 (phoP mutation), it is a mere nucleotide change in phoP what causes a substantial change in its transcription network, life cycle and pathogenic capacity, implying thus that phoP is in control of a vast array of complex functions: hypoxia response, respiratory metabolism, stress response, synthesis of membrane lipids, and virulence factors (Gonzalo-Asensio et al., 2008) . This high density of functional links out from phoP can be clearly appreciated in Figure 1 .
In fact, phoP appears as the most connected "hub" of the network, second only to crp transcription factor. Indeed, we can establish that phoP regulates key functions required for the intracellular survival and persistence of M. tuberculosis. Therefore, inactivation of phoP results in downregulation of genes required to successfully survive within macrophages and consequently in M. tuberculosis attenuation.
The genome of the bacillus contains more than 4,000 genes, and close to 190 transcription factors. Of this entire repertoire, the new ERT network represents 94 transcription factors and 1,400 genes. So there is plenty of room for future improvement of the network, as new laboratory works will describe new links derived from other transcription factors not worked out yet. In general, the number of transcription factors per genome translates into greater genetic network connectivity, which is correlated with increased complexity of the micro-organism structures and life-cycle (Levine & Tjian, 2003) . 
Network

Signaling System components
By itself the transcription network is "blind". It needs signaling guidance to deploy its genetic circuits in response to relevant happenstances of the environment or from within the cell. A variety of molecular systems are involved in signal detection, ranging from simple transcription-sensory regulators (a single protein comprising two domains), such as the well-known embR, alkA or furB, to those systems of multiple components and interconnected pathways that regulate key stages of the cell cycle, such as latency, pathogenesis, replication, and dispersion.
As happens in many other prokaryotes, the signaling system of Mycobacterium tuberculosis is not very well-known yet. But it participates of the basic taxonomy of bacterial signaling systems proposed by the authors somewhere else (Marijuán et al., 2010) , which was centered on "the 1-2-3 scheme". See Figure 2 .
• The first level of signaling complexity corresponds to simple regulators, "the one-component systems (OCS)." In fact, most cellular proteins involved in cellular adaptation to changing environments, in a general sense, could be included as participants in this primary category (Galperin, 2005) .
• Increasing the scale of complexity, the "two-component systems (TCS)" appear, which include a histidine kinase protein receptor and an independent regulatory response; conventionally they are considered as the central paradigm in prokaryotic signaling systems, and in fact, a number of intercellular communication processes among different species are carried out by these specialized systems.
• To maintain conceptual coherence, an additional category, the "threecomponent system (ThCS)" should apply to two-component systems that incorporate additional non-kinase receptor for activating the protein kinase (eg, methylated receptors described for the chemotaxis.) Figure 2 . The three characteristic signaling pathways developed by prokaryotes. The external stimulus is perceived either by an internal receptor-transducer (left), or by a transmembrane histidine kinase that connects with a response regulator (center), or by an independent receptor associated to the histidine kinase (right). These three different options imply very different information processing capabilities and metabolic costs.
It is interesting to see how Mycobacterium tuberculosis fares with respect those signaling categories, particularly in relation to the average signaling components found in other prokaryotes. Analyzing the information encoded in 145 prokaryotic genomes, Ulrich et al. (2005) found that in many prokaryotic species there is a robust correlation between the total number of signaling elements encoded in the genome, and the total number of genes in the same genome, or simply the square of the genome size (Ulrich et al. 2005 ). This correlation also occurs for OCS and TCS independently taken. See Figure 3 , where OCS and TCS have been represented separately, and where the corresponding figures of Mycobacterium have been singled out. Conspicuously, Mycobacterium stands out as having a very high level of OCS and a moderate level of TCS.
That M. tuberculosis features such a high number of One Component Systems (OCS) is rather unexpected. By far they are the most abundant signaling resource, and yet they have not been subject to specific compilations for Mycobacterium. The authors' educated guess, based on their ongoing work on transcription factors, and the compilation about prokaryotic signaling by Ulrich et al. (2010) , allow for an estimated of 140-160 OCS, which in turn can be further categorized into several functional classes (enzymatic, transducers, ECFs, etc.).
Two Component Systems (TCS) are present in the genome of Mycobacterium tuberculosis at least in 11 complete TCS pathways, plus two orphan histidine-kinase genes, and six orphan response regulator genes (Haydel & Curtis, 2006) . The existence of these eight additional orphan response regulator and histidine-kinase genes indicates that coordinate regulation could be very complex, implying interconnection between signalling pathways. Table 3 shows the 11 TCS pathways and their corresponding signaling function (that in several cases is not yet wellestablished). Three Component Systems (ThCS) are also present in Mycobacterium, at least through two signaling pathways endowed with seronin-threonine kinase receptors, which have been explicitly claimed as such (Shrivastava et al., 2009) . Presumably these eukaryotic-like kinases (11 in total), similar to those of eukaryotic signaling systems, and very rare in prokaryotes, have been obtained through horizontal gene transfer, and they are deployed in order to "sense" how the host cell is organizing its defense responses -and to manipulate them.
Information and the advancement of a life cycle: meaning, value, adaptability (fitness), and knowledge
The recent boom in network studies has motivated work about transcriptional regulatory networks in very different model systems and from very different stances. For instance, prokaryotic genomes have been compared to computer operating systems in terms of the topology and evolution of their regulatory networks (Yan et al., 2010) ; and new terms such as "paleome", "cenome" "minimal genome" and others have also been coined in this computational direction (Danchin, 2009) . Still missing, however, is the connection between transcription networks and the signaling system. In our view, the ensemble of signaling components -OCS, TCS, and ThCS-are the "topological governors" of the transcriptional regulatory network, deciding the potential connections that are going to become real, and vice versa, which of the existing ones should be discontinued. A "smart", adaptable life-cycle is the outcome.
The cell life-cycle is advanced by the confluence of genes permanently expressed (house-keeping systems) and genes that are expressed after detection of specific environmental "affordances." It is in the latter where the bulk of complexity lies, at least from the information-science point of view. Rather than merely energy, what the cell enacting a complex life-cycle continuously needs is "information" about its environment. And these information needs are covered by the plethora of signaling resources that we have been discussing in the case of Mycobacterium tuberculosis.
The living cell enacts a new way of existence, an active "informational" one that is based on the capability to keep the own structures in a permanent state of "flow", by piling up synthesis and degradation, activation and inhibition of its network of productive processes in a way that reminds critically selforganized phenomena (Marijuán, 2009 ). Thus, the signaling system provides the cell with a generic capability to make distinctions on the adjacent. The living cell may systematically respond to signal coalitions ("affordances") from the environment, and produce the meaning they imply, by letting the signals themselves circulate throughout the signaling system pathways and meddle with the ongoing self-production "flow". Meaning may be defined throughout molecular mining: as the (signal) induced changes in transcriptional connectivity and in constitutive enzyme-protein populations, plus associate metabolites and substrates.
The relevance and value of impinging signals can subsequently be gauged within a crescendo of occurrences: metabolic buffering, second messengers' alteration, transcriptional rewiring, and successive crossing of the cell-cycle "checkpoints". Completion of the cell cycle is the fundamental instance of reference. The phenomenon of knowledge may be appended too, once the DNA codes of the successful signaling components (protein domains) have been evolutionarily selected, refined, and cohered within the life cycle. Domain shuffling -actually, knowledge recombination in the realm of the living cellappears as the main evolutionary force propelling the development of signaling systems and achieving the adaptive coupling with the environment, either in prokaryotes or in eukaryotes.
Finally, the way a bacillus "sees" the world becomes a proto-phenomenon of biological information. Now the novelty is that by means of systems biology tools and network science we can start to translate the whole conceptual cluster around information in rather precise molecular terms.
